In late 2002 Keith W indschuttle published The fabrication of Aboriginal history, and sud denly the subject of the writing and researching of Aboriginal history was being discussed daily in the press, on the radio and television.1 The book was widely reviewed, opinion pieces were written about it, and seminars and public debates organ ised to discuss its controversial claims.2 W indschuttle set out to write a revisionist history of early encounters between Aboriginal people and colonists in Van Diemen's Land in which he questioned the level of violence and mortality of Aboriginal people in the early contact period. W indschuttle also attacked the historians whose research he challenged, accusing them of fabricating evidence to support their interpretations of the past.
Revisiting the subject of 'Aboriginal history' now the media frenzy has died down (although not disappeared), it is clear that the Windschuttle-generated debate, while broad in its implications -the Australian national character and identity as it is reflected in the past -is only narrowly focused on certain aspects of Aboriginal history. Through his attack on the integrity of historians researching Aboriginal/nonAboriginal relations, Windschuttle has forced these historians onto the defensive, and in the public eye the argument becomes an esoteric one about footnotes and body counts on the frontier.7 The adversarial nature of the controversy makes it difficult for substantial issues, such as the nature of genocide and whether it applies to the Australian situation, or the nature of early encounters between Indigenous peoples and colonists, to be debated at other than a superficial level.8
While Windschuttle has succeeded in drawing public battle lines over certain aspects of historiography, ongoing skirmishes over the contested nature of the researching and writing of Aboriginal history continue. It is noteworthy that during the recent highly charged controversy, few Aboriginal voices were heard in the media, although some Indigenous historians have critiqued Windschuttle's book and the debate it initiated in review articles. Vicki Grieves noted that despite Windschuttle's attack on Tasmanian (and by implication all) Aboriginal people, they were sidelined, rather than central, to the debate:
To be caught in Australian political crossfire is symptomatic of the position of Indigenous Australians in Australian society over the past four decades at least. While the perception is that we are willing captives of the left, then we are often the targets of warriors of the right, such as Windschuttle. His argument with us may, or may not, be incidental (is the jury still out on this one?). It is extremely damaging generally, as it reiterates the colonialist, racist attitudes we have been chipping away at for some time.9
Another Indigenous historian, John Maynard, noted 'Historically, the Aboriginal political voice was silenced and in the contemporary setting it continues to be. This point is exemplified in the largely white ''history wars" debate. ' 10 Jill Milroy, a PalkyuNamal woman and Head of the School of Indigenous Studies at the University of Western Australia, claimed at a symposium in Perth to mark the launch of Whitewash that this debate was of no interest or relevance to Aboriginal people. She went on to say that with no formal qualifications in history she had been excluded from the profession, and was therefore free to be an Aboriginal historian in an Aboriginal way. Although these charges were not debated that evening, they reflect a long-lived discussion about the researching and writing of the Aboriginal past. It is this and associated issues of methodology and authorship which I want to revisit here. Aboriginal people they encountered. He rejects the possibility that the Tasmanian Aboriginal people had a history before European interventions. He claims they had no social organisation or territorial base and were so depraved that their survival was accidental.11 Many other historians, while not condemning Aboriginal people to be a 'people without history', 12 also research the interactions of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people and refer to their field of study as Aboriginal history. Bain Attwood has suggested that this creates a paradox in which university-trained historians write about a past in which Aboriginal people are active participants, but the historians are inevitably constrained by their own intellectual and cultural values. While they may present a view of the past which takes account of Aboriginal perspectives and values, they will inevitably be different from their own:
Academic historians are barely familiar with the phenomenology, epistemology and ontology of the indigenous peoples of Australia whose behaviour we seek to interpret; instead, we tend to force Aborigines into our culture's paradigms of rea son and logic, and equate them with ourselves in psychological terms so render ing them intelligible in our terms.13
Attwood is grappling with issues raised by the Annales School historians in their development of mentalite -historians' ability to understand the intellectual and cultural underpinnings of distant societies, whether that distance is temporal or cultural. Attwood goes on to argue that academic historians apply Eurocentric concepts to the Aboriginal past and suggests, following poststructuralist analyses, that history is a European concept, so the whole project is an extension of the colonial past we seek to represent. Attwood's article was published in the same year as Windschuttle's book The killing of history, in which he criticised such post-structuralist approaches to history and argued for an empirical methodology which he then pursued in The fabrication of Aboriginal history.14 Other Australian historians have tackled the contradictions inherent in interpreting the Aboriginal experience of colonial and neo-(or post-) colonial Australia using a range of paradigms. Before the recognition of Aboriginal history as a field of research, several historians in the mid-twentieth century, including Hasluck, Grenfell Price and Foxcroft, wrote about the policies which governed Aboriginal people's lives.13 Aboriginal people did not figure as active characters in these studies. These historians and the anthropologists (particularly AP Elkin) who influenced them, were strong advocates of assimilation policies in which people of mixed descent would become incorporated into mainstream society, as would their history. Hasluck and Grenfell Price noted that Aboriginal people had been subject to violence and appalling treatment in the past, although Hasluck was very careful about introducing such issues into his account: 'These cases have been cited, not for sensationalism, or to give undue prominence to the story of violence, but as a reflection of public opinion [of the time] . '16 Three decades later the political scientist CD Rowley published Aboriginal policy and 11 W indschuttle 2002a : 103-13, 386. 12-Wolfe 1982 . 13-Attwood 1994 : 132. 14 W indschuttle 1994 . 15, Hasluck 1970 [1942 Foxcroft 1941; Grenfell Price 1949 . 16-Hasluck 1970 [1942 : 186.
practice which, while concerned with policies and their implementation, was much more forthright than the earlier historians had been about the negative impacts of administrative practices and racial prejudice on Aboriginal people.1' Soon after this, Peter Biskup's Not slaves, not citizens considered government policies in Western Australia. Biskup made his viewpoint clear:
This book is not primarily about the aborigines of Western Australia. It is about the 'aboriginal problem' -the unending debate among white Western Austra lians, going back to the early days of settlement, about how the original inhabit ants of the country should be subjugated, tamed, exploited, controlled, protected, preserved, bred out, uplifted or developed. In other words, the book will tell the reader, if he is an Australian of European origin, as much about himself and his society as it will tell him about aborigines. In a modest way the book is also a study in colonialism, using the term in its widest sense: Australia, like the Union of South Africa or the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 'contains its colonial problems within itself '.18 By the early 1980s, historians were moving beyond an investigation of policies which impacted on Aboriginal people to a consideration of Aboriginal responses to policies and practices. For the first time Aboriginal people were presented as active participants in their own history. These historians tried to avoid Attwood's paradox. They made clear they were not speaking on behalf of Indigenous people, or writing from an Aboriginal perspective. Reynolds articulated this approach on the first page of his book:
The other side of the frontier examines the Aboriginal response to the invasion and settlement of Australia during the hundred years or so between the late eigh teenth century and the early twentieth. It is a white man's interpretation, aimed primarily at white Australians in the hope that they will gain an appreciation of the Aboriginal part in the history of the continent during the last two hundred years.19 Reynolds' disclaimer does not necessarily exempt him from the implications of Attwood's paradox and Jill Milroy's claim against academic historians, or from the view that only Aboriginal people can research and write about the Aboriginal past because their lived experience and the understanding of that experience cannot be accessed by non-Aboriginal historians.
The notion that history can only be written by the subjects of that history derives from nationalist ideas that history is the teleological narrative of the nation or people and only they can articulate the essential essence of that historical experience.20 Many indigenous peoples have adopted this paradigm as a means of asserting their autonomy and separate identity within settler societies. Indigenous identity as national identity is reflected in the Canadian term 'First Nations', which establishes both the prior existence (as opposed to that of newcomers) of Native Canadians and their nationhood; and Aboriginal usage which refers to cultural or regional groupings as nations -the Koori nation or the Yorta Yorta nation. At the same time as Aboriginal 17 Rowley 1970a 17 Rowley ,b, 1971 . See also Cowlishaw 1992 : 26. 18-Biskup 1973 : v. 19 Reynolds 1981 : 1. 2a McBryde 1996 people make claim to an identity as peoples (nations), some align themselves with the history of Indigenous peoples around the globe arguing that the history of First Nations in Canada or Maori in New Zealand/Aotearoa resonates closely with the Australian Aboriginal experience. They perceive themselves as sharing a common history of oppression as colonised people within nation states.21 These two forms of Indigenous identity -the national and international -look back to a pre-colonial past and forward to an international movement of Indigenous peoples, at the same time placing Aboriginal people outside Australian history. This suggests a different sort of paradox from that proposed by Attwood. In this paradoxical situation historians of Australian history may present Aboriginal people as an essential part of our national history, while nationalist Indigenous historians consider themselves separate from the nation state and its history.
From the late 1970s Aboriginal people began publishing their own accounts of the past, generally in the form of life histories -autobiographies and family or communal biographies. Some conform to the nationalist idea of Aboriginality, but most place themselves within the context of Australian history. Flistories narrated by Aboriginal people tend to be centrally about kin and community, yet as a body of work they cover a wide range of experiences and knowledge.22 Indigenous authors come from a variety of backgrounds as is reflected in their writings. They include bureaucrats, politicians, activists, domestic workers and housewives, community leaders, 'stolen children', stock workers, artists and sportspeople.23 These writings are personal, as they come out of lived experience and oral accounts handed down from one generation to the next, rather than being based in archival research. While individual authors tend not to generalise from their own accounts, or use them as a basis for analysing the broader Aboriginal past, this growing literature does present a cross section of Indigenous knowledge and illustrates the impact of past policies and practices on the lives of individuals, families and communities. In presenting a wide panoply of Aboriginal experiences past and present, these accounts reflect the pervasive influence of nonAboriginal society which has insinuated itself into so many facets of Aboriginal existence. In these histories Aboriginal individuals, families and communities are encapsulated in a society which puts up barriers to their incorporation into mainstream society, while applying strong assimilative pressures on them.24 The method of research and the perspective of these authors is different from the approach taken by academic historians, but they present another side of the historical coin, not an entirely different historical currency. The context of government policies and legislation may not be emphasised as it is in many academic accounts, yet the impacts of colonial policies and racial attitudes are clearly reflected in the everyday lives of these people.
Indigenous academic historians are beginning to publish and enter the historiographical debates. The Centre for Australian Indigenous History has two Indigenous historians -Gordon Briscoe and Frances Peters-Little -on its staff, and 21 Dodson 1994 . 22 See Attwood 1994 for a succinct overview of Aboriginal approaches to recalling and writing about the past; also Broome 1996. 23 Eg Lester 1993 , Perkins 1975 Ward 1995; Tucker 1977; Nannup 1992; Bropho 1980 , Rubuntja 2002 24 Eg Langford, 1988; Pilkington, 1996; Roughsey 1984. the University of Newcastle has a number of Indigenous historians, including John Maynard and Vicki Grieves, who are undertaking research in Aboriginal history, ranging from regional histories to Aboriginal convicts, sports history, and the history of Indigenous health 25
The debates about Aboriginal history are not only about which past and whose past, but equally about how to research it. In 1969 Peter Corris aligned the emerging field of Aboriginal history in Australia with North American ethnohistory.26 He points out that it is a methodology rather than the subject matter of research. Ten years later Isabel McBryde, an archaeologist, traced the origins of ethnohistory in North America and saw potential for its use in Australian based research.27 Ethnohistory developed out of a cross-disciplinary approach to the research of the past of societies which are/ were non-literate, or left few written records. The two main disciplines which inform ethnohistorical research are history and anthropology, although archaeology, geography, linguistics and related methodological approaches are also utilised. This cross-disciplinarity has been facilitated by changes in the disciplines themselves. The anthropologist Krech argues that 'Despite misgivings on both sides, anthropology and history have greatly influenced each other in recent years. The argument that all history is atheoretical, particularism ideographic, and moralistic and that anthropology is theoretical, generalising, nomothetic, and value free is no longer tenable'.28 Historian James Axtell made an early attempt to define the interdisciplinary field of ethnohistory by suggesting that ethnohistory is a 'form of cultural history or a sub-discipline of cultural anthropology' which produces 'scholarly offspring who bear the diachronic dimensions of history and the synchronic sensitivities of ethnology.'29 Axtell also makes the important point that ethnohistory is a product of scholars' attempts to analyse the interactions of two societies and cultures, where each society is understood on its own terms, rather than the frontier-view in which the inevitable clash of cultures results in one society (the Indigenous) being doomed to extinction or irrelevance.20
Ethnohistorians investigating the history of societies that did not generate extensive written records have experimented with a range of sources to supplement these documents. Photographs, maps, archaeological data, linguists' and anthropologists' field notes are important sources. Oral accounts are frequently used, and are particularly important when researching societies where they have been the main means of communicating knowledge of the past. The process of collecting oral 25 Gordon Briscoe 2003; Maynard 1997 Maynard , 2002 ' Corris 1969 . In this article Corris states that, The simple fact is that there is as yet no history of an Aboriginal tribe, or of the Aborigines of any of the Australian states, or indeed any published historical study which keeps aborigines firmly in the foreground rather than the settlers, missionaries, or policy makers who had dealings with them ' (1969: 202 In North America, as in Australia, Indigenous peoples were first studied by anthropologists. Ethnohistory grew out of anthropology rather than history.32 Anthropologists dealing with American Indian land claims realised that they needed to access written sources used by historians and incorporate a temporal dimension into their research. About the same time historians began researching the past of indigenous and non-Western peoples. They found that anthropologists had gone before them, and as Axtell indicates, adopted some of their conceptual frameworks and methods. Ethnohistorians in the USA and Canada investigate the past of indigenous peoples of the Americas -not just in the United States and Canada, but in Central and South America as well. Thus ethnohistory describes a methodological approach, indicating the subjects of research without defining them in racial, ethnic or nationalist terms.33 It does not prevent the ideological battles recently waged over 'Aboriginal history', but it might clarify issues for non-practitioners as well as practitioners by clearly separating the means of researching the past from its particular focus.
Corris was unsuccessful in his early attem pt to have Australian historians adopt a similar approach to that taken in North America. Structural-functionalist anthropology predominated in Australia until quite recently.34 In the mid-twentieth century historians were influenced, not by anthropological concepts of culture, but by anthropologists' advocacy of assimilation for those people of mixed descent they considered de-culturated. AP Elkin worked tirelessly to have this policy implemented. He set out his theoretical premises in a 1951 article, 'Reaction and interaction: a foodgathering people and European settlement in Australia,'35 and advocated assimilation in many pam phlets and other writings. Historians, as we have seen, moved from investigations of policies regarding Aboriginal people, to a consideration of the impacts of policies on Aboriginal people. There was little integration with anthropological methodology or its conceptual frameworks. Diane Barwick, an anthropologist from Canada, was perhaps the first to show Australian scholars how an ethnohistorical investigation could be undertaken, in her 31 -Cruikshank 1990 . 32-Sheridan 1988 For examples of Canadian ethnohistory see Harkin 1997 , Furniss 1995 , Bruce Trigger 1985 Bruce Trigger has also written a critique of Elkins' approach, 1982 . Wolfe 1994 McBryde 1979 . 3:1 Elkin (1951 On the other side of the disciplinary divide, anthropologists were turning to archival sources in their research. David Trigger's Whitefella coming and Diane AustinBroos' work on the Arrernte at N taria/Hermannsburg, are examples40 Both these anthropologists studied Aboriginal people in mission environments. They undertook fieldwork, but put this in the context of the earlier mission days. Before the 1970s anthropologists had tended to view Christians as inauthentic and non-traditional Aborigines. In his published work CP Mountford, who undertook research at Ernabella Presbyterian Mission in Central Australia in 1949, ignored the mission environment and failed to mention that some of his Pitjantjatjara informants were Christians.41 Many anthropologists began historicising the context of their field-based research. Deborah Bird Rose's representation of interracial violence in the Victoria River region of the Northern Territory is a well known exemplar.4" Rose puts the accounts she collected within her own historical narrative structure to illustrate the cruelty and exploitation of life in the early pastoral industry.
The growing interest in oral history has encouraged historians, linguists and anthropologists to work closely with Aboriginal individuals and communities to assist them in bringing their accounts into the public domain. This assistance comes in many forms, but most commonly it involves interviews with Aboriginal historians, which are then transcribed and edited. Some of these histories are presented as first hand accounts by the Aboriginal author, others are integrated into an analytical or (Read and Japaljarri 1978) and Jenny Green (Rubuntja and Green 2002) have used similar methods. The publication of these Aboriginal historical accounts has revolutionised the common understandings of the past by personalising traum a and oppression, as well as presenting Aboriginal hum our and strength in the face of great difficulties. In ethnohistorical and methodological terms it also raises questions about authorship and Attwood's concern that 'we tend to force Aborigines into our culture's paradigm s' 47 Is the authentic Aboriginal voice lost in the publication processes of transcription, editing and interpretation? There was some early debate about the status of translation following the publication of Bruce Shaw's books in which he rendered Kimberley kriol into Aboriginal English.48 Since then transcribers and editors have grappled with methods that reproduce accounts verbatim, while making them accessible and intelligible on the written page.49 Similar issues have arisen in publishing Native American life histories. David Murray, in his book Forked tongues suggests:
Individuals in an oral culture have no context for the conception of autobiography which has been developed in literate cultures, and which depends on a set of interrelated common assumptions about the nature of self, its relation to history, its relationship of authorship to a text, and the concept of authenticity and author ity which goes with this. The creation of an Indian autobiography has, therefore, required either the ability of a particular Indian to comply closely enough with standards of written English ... or, much more commonly, the collaboration of several people -the subject, a white editor or anthropologist, and often another Indian acting as translator.50
Another American scholar, Arnold Krupat, has categorised Native American writings to help identify the authorship of an 'autobiography':
Autobiographies by Indians' are individually composed texts written by the per son whose life is described; 'Indian autobiographies' on the other hand, are not 'self-written', but are 'bi-cultural composite composition[s]' involving translators, editors and other interventions to produce the text.51
One way out of Attwood's paradox is to follow the lead of Murray and Krupat and make both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal authorship and the process of research 45' Eg Shaw 1983; Munro with Jebb 1996; Roe with Muecke 1993; Rosser 1985 . 44 Morgan 1989 W harton 1994; Huggins 1994 . 45 Rose 1991 Read and Japaljarri 1978; Rubuntja and Green 2002 . 46-Eg N annup 1992 . 47-Attwood 1994 : 133. 48-Shaw 1984 McConvell 1985 . 44 Muecke et al. 1985 Hercus and Sutton 1986 Windschuttle understood her to be recounting her mother's account of a massacre which occurred in 1915 before she was born, rather than her grandmother's (rendered as 'mum mum' in her Kriol) memories of the massacre. He then claimed that as Patrick's mother was not alive in 1915, she had made up her account.53 This misunderstanding is no doubt largely due to Windschuttle's refusal to recognise the intercultural nature of Aboriginal history or to use ethnohistorical methods in his research, but it is also indicative of a general expectation among the public that historical accounts must be accessible and in a form of English they readily understand. This draws us to the question 'for whom is Aboriginal history written?' Some Aboriginal writers use their histories to sustain an Aboriginal identity at the community level;54 others argue for an identity as a people; a few perceive their role as educators of the wider Australian society.55 Many Aboriginal intellectuals and politicians such as Noel Pearson, Marcia Langton, Mick Dodson, Aden Ridgeway, Patrick Dodson and Peter Yu are very conscious of how the past has influenced the present, but do not engage with the writing of history.56 Aboriginal Australia has not produced an historian who has played a similar role to the Native American historian, Vine Deloria Jr. who published C uster died fo r your sins in 1969. He gave an Indian account of American Indian history in which he not only criticised previous histories, but wrote an openly politicised interpretation of Indian experiences. He claimed:
Most books about Indians cover some abstract and esoteric topic of the last cen tury. Contemporary books are predominantly by whites trying to solve the 'Indian problem.' Between the two extremes lives a dynamic people in a social structure of their own, asking only to be freed from cultural oppression. The future does not look bright for the attainment of such freedom because the white does not understand the Indian and the Indian does not wish to understand the white.57 52-Patrick 2003; Clement 2003 . 53-Clement 2003 : 208. a4 Miller 1985 Munro 1996 : xv. See also Attwood's discussion, 1994: 128. 55 ' Huggins 1998 : 1-2. She takes the view that although Aboriginal people are sick of the role of educators of the wider Australian community, they still maintain that role. See also Rosser 1990; Fesl 1993; Ginibi 1994 Deloria was activated by the radical politics of the 1960s and 1970s. That era produced poets and fiction writers such as Kevin Gilbert and M udrooroo58 as well as songwriters and performers in Australia, rather than Indigenous historians. One reason Aboriginal historians have been slow to adopt historical or ethnohistorical approaches to research (other than their relatively recent access to higher education) is a deep suspicion of the written sources on which academic historians rely. James Miller, who used the archives to research his book Koori: a will to win, found the records Eurocentric:
However when the white men who held positive attitudes wrote about the Kooris whom they met, they interpreted events in their European way of thinking. When they wrote about injustices being committed against the Koori, they in fact wrote about injustices as Englishmen would understand the term. Rarely is the Koori point of view found in old documents.59
Henrietta Fourmile argued colonial control has continued through governmental control of the archives which has denied easy access to Aboriginal researchers.60 Jackie Huggins, one of a small handful of Aboriginal historians who engage with academic history, while concerned about the ethnocentrism of much Australian history has taken a more conciliatory approach. She echoes some of the concerns Deloria highlighted in 1969 in relation to the writing of American Indian history, yet she recognises that nonAboriginal historians can make a positive contribution to Aboriginal history and has worked cooperatively with some of them:
I think it is the responsibility of every historian, particularly if they are doing Aus tralian history, to make some kind of commitment to the inclusion of Aboriginal people. Exclusion is a sorry story, but I would not want to be included if people didn't go about the process in a culturally appropriate way ... I think to say that writing about Aboriginal people is too hard is a great cop-out. If historians feel they have no position to speak from concerning Aboriginal people then just don't do it rather than stuff it up.61 Eve Fesl, an Aboriginal linguist, while deploring what she has termed the conspiracy of silence regarding the Aboriginal past, decided to correct the biases of the written record by analysing the way language has been used to misrepresent and justify white supremacy over Kooris. She deconstructs terms such as 'protection', 'assimilation' and 'reconciliation' to show the reality behind these benign words.62 Most of these Indigenous researchers in Australia have tended to challenge historians from outside the profession to ensure that historical research does not continue the colonial legacy. They write consciously for an Aboriginal readership with a hope that non-Aboriginal people will read and understand them.
The early non-Aboriginal scholars of Aboriginal history, as we have seen, wrote to inform non-Indigenous Australians. They wanted to introduce them to a view of Australia which had been hidden from them for much of the twentieth century. They were always careful to position themselves as 'w hite' historians writing for a 'w hite' While Mudrooroo's Aboriginality is now disputed, he was accepted as an Aboriginal voice at the time. 59-Miller 1985 : xvi. 60-Fourmile 1989 . 61 Huggins 1998 : 125. 62-Fesl 1993 readership and did not presume to put an Indigenous perspective or represent the Indigenous experience. They wanted Australians to know what their society had done to Aboriginal people, and how Aboriginal people had responded to them.63 Few historians working in this field would agree with Attwood's position of 1989, 'While sympathetic to the "Aboriginal cause" I have not worked in close contact with Aborigines or been politically involved in any extensive sense ... [I] am dubious of the extent to which our study of the past can be an agent of social and political change.'64
History is inherently political as we read our contemporary identities into the past.63 The emergence of Aboriginal history within Australian history both reflected changing public attitudes within Australian society and influenced those attitudes. The historians of the mid-twentieth century reflected the assimilationist attitudes of their era. Paul Hasluck's career exemplifies how historians can influence political change as he moved from history and journalism into politics where he developed and implemented assimilation policies as the federal Minister for Territories from 1951 to 1963.66 The histories of the 1970s, while still focused on policies, presented them not as colonial policy but as an aspect of Australian history, which Biskup and later Reynolds suggested told Australians about themselves and their society. The changes in historiography reflected changes in attitudes and policies towards Indigenous peoples and other ethnic minorities in Australia. By the mid-1980s and into the 1990s, as historians became more conversant with ethnohistorical research methods and conceptual frameworks, their work investigated Aboriginal society and Aboriginal responses to forced and unforced change. They asked more diverse questions of their historical records and the subjects of study expanded to include Aboriginal involvement in the pastoral industry; the role of Christian missions and Aboriginal responses to Christianity; the complexities of interactions between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal peoples -including the attractions of European foods and tobacco; gender relations within Aboriginal society and between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people; and race relations and the politics of race in Australia.67 These historians continued to write for a non-Aboriginal readership, but many worked closely with the Aboriginal communities they were researching with the aim that their research would be of interest and assistance to these communities.b<s During the period in which Aboriginal history emerged there was increasing public disquiet at the social and economic disadvantage experienced by many Aboriginal people. Historians helped to show that this disadvantage was the result of historical factors, rather than social dysfunction. They participated in the debates on 63 Biskup 1973: v; Reynolds 1981; Ryan 1996: 2; McGrath 1987 : viii. 64 Attwood 1989 65' As Attwood's contribution to current debates suggests even he has not been able to remain above the fray (Attwood 2003) . 66 Hasluck 1988 . See also Geoffrey Partington 1996. The historian Don Watson, who was Prime Minister Paul Keating's speechwriter is credited with influencing policy towards Aboriginal people (Watson 2002) . 67 Eg Read 1988; Goodall 1988; Evans et al. 1988; Brock 1993; McGrath 1987; Haebich 1988 years, but to a view of the Australian past which is perceived to focus on negative aspects of that history, rather than the laudatory view which was able to turn even military defeats into something positive.73
This parallel discussion of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal historians implies that there are not only different methods used by these historians but that they have such different understandings of the past that the developm ent of a single historiography may not be feasible, let alone desirable. But is there a view which is identifiably Aboriginal, to which all Aboriginal people adhere, with its own 'phenomenology, epistemology and ontology' which has continued through 200 years of colonial contact? If one considers Aboriginal life histories as a genre, one finds huge variation in the life experiences described and the way these experiences are expressed. There is a shared experience as subjects of colonisation, a sense of exclusion from mainstream Australian society, and a sense that any achievement is an achievement against the odds, but this does not constitute an Aboriginal ontology.74 It is tempting to see a continuation of the binaries of the colonial experience -the 'w hite' dispossession of Aboriginal lands; the segregation of Aboriginal people from 'w hite' society; the taking of Aboriginal children by governments and churches -in the production of histories of that past.7"1 But the recent debates about Aboriginal history make clear there is no single non-Aboriginal point of view. Equally there are debates among Aboriginal people about the legacies of the past and their implications for current policies affecting Aboriginal people.76 Marcia Langton believes the new generation of non-Indigenous Australians, 'are able to relate to the Aboriginal world in a less troubled way than their parents and they are almost oblivious to Australia's blinding colonial legacy of white supremacy and race hatred'.77 Even if Langton's optimistic view is realised, the debates about Australian identity, and who constitutes the nation will continue, as will tensions over rights to 64 These historical reports were later published in McGrath 1995. /l) Macintyre and Clark 2003: 153-254 ' Blainey 1993: 11; Macintyre and Clark 2003 : 128-32. 74 Hodge and Mishra 1990 : 102. 75' Thomas (1994 voices disquiet over such simplifications of complex processes, as does Lake 2003. land. What is less certain is who will be the participants in these debates. Will Indigenous people continue to be caught in the crossfire, or will they feel empowered to be part of the debate about how our past has informed our present? Will the right to speak be a given, rather than a right for which Indigenous historians must continue to fight? In 1977 James Axtell wrote in his justification of ethnohistory as a legitimate field of scholarship in America that it must not be seen as a 'faddish' response to Vine Deloria's books or radical American Indian politics. In Australia in the early twentyfirst century Indigenous and non-Indigenous historians must ensure that 'Aboriginal history' encompasses radical and conservative Indigenous insights.
